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Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is a growing imaging technique with the potential to provide biomarkers of tissue variation, such as
cellular density, tissue anisotropy, and microvascular perfusion. However, the role of dMRI in characterizing different
aspects of bone quality, especially in aging and osteoporosis, has not yet been fully established, particularly in clinical
applications. The reason lies in the complications accompanied with implementation of dMRI in assessment of human bone
structure, in terms of acquisition and quantification. Bone is a composite tissue comprising different elements, each con-
tributing to the overall quality and functional competence of bone. As diffusion is a critical biophysical process in biologi-
cal tissues, early changes of tissue microstructure and function can affect diffusive properties of the tissue. While there are
multiple MRI methods to detect variations of individual properties of bone quality due to aging and osteoporosis, dMRI
has potential to serve as a superior method for characterizing different aspects of bone quality within the same framework
but with higher sensitivity to early alterations. This is mainly because several properties of the tissue including directionality
and anisotropy of trabecular bone and cell density can be collected using only dMRI. In this review article, we first describe
components of human bone that can be potentially detected by their diffusivity properties and contribute to variations in
bone quality during aging and osteoporosis. Then we discuss considerations and challenges of dMRI in bone imaging, cur-
rent status, and suggestions for development of dMRI in research studies and clinics to segregate different contributing
components of bone quality in an integrated acquisition.
Level of Evidence: 5
Technical Efficacy Stage: 2

J. MAGN. RESON. IMAGING 2019.

OSTEOPOROSIS, a systemic, metabolic skeletal disor-

der characterized by reduced bone strength, predisposes

patients to an increased risk of fragility fractures, with conse-

quent morbidity and mortality.1 Mechanical competence of

bone depends on both the applied force and bone strength

and tolerance in resisting this force.2 Conventionally, bone

mineral density (BMD) measurement based on dual energy

x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is considered the principal "gold

standard" for clinical assessment of bone strength and vulner-

ability to fracture.3 Osteoporosis is defined as a condition

when BMD falls below the range of –2.5 standard deviation

from the mean BMD for the normal young female

population.4

Nonetheless, the BMD definition of osteoporosis only

considers bone quantity, which is not a comprehensive pre-

dictor of susceptibility of bone to fracture. Bone quality, as a

representative of a wide range of features including bone

micro- and macrostructure, mineralization, vascularization,

and bone marrow composition also contributes to bone

strength.5,6 In this context, magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) has gained increasing interest as a useful imaging tool

for investigation of numerous structural and physiological

properties of both bone and bone marrow.5 Specifically, dif-

fusion MRI (dMRI) techniques may provide insights about

cellularity, homogeneity, directionality, and perfusion varia-

tions due to pathophysiological changes to the bone marrow

caused by osteoporosis.7 Diffusion contrast encoding MRI, or

dMRI, has gained broad applications in the diagnosis and

monitoring of patients with many diseases, in all body organs,

including bone marrow. However, due to limitations in

acquisition and lack of appropriate biophysical modeling, its

application and beneficial diagnostic value has not yet been

established in osteoporosis, with only sporadic experiments

having been carried out in the literature.

In this review, we address the value of dMRI in assess-

ment of bone quality in age-related bone loss and

osteoporosis, which can be potentially measured by diffusion

imaging. We begin with describing the main components of

bone and its structural and physiological aspects related to

aging and osteoporosis that can potentially be measured by

dMRI, including water, fat, and perfusion. We then review

relevant published studies of dMRI in the understanding and

assessment of osteoporosis, analyzing their current technical

development, difficulties, and potential to become clinically

accepted tools.

Literature search

MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Google Scholar databases were

electronically searched to identify relevant studies including

the following keywords and subject headings: ("bone") and

("DWI" or "diffusion weighted imaging" or "diffusion

weighted MRI" or "DTI" or "diffusion tensor imaging" or

"Intra-voxel Incoherent Motion" or "IVIM" or "perfusion

weighted MRI" or "PWI" or "dynamic contrast-enhanced

MRI" or "DCE-MRI" or "fat fraction" or "magnetic reso-

nance spectroscopy" or "MRS") and ("osteoporosis" or

"aging"). No limitations were enforced on the year of publica-

tion. Following the initial search, the articles listed in the ref-

erences of identified studies were scanned. The search

included articles available online until March 2019. Exclusion

criteria were nonindexed conference papers or abstract-only

publications.

Bone Microstructure and Its Changes During
Aging and Osteoporosis

Mature bone is a complex composite tissue consisting of a

partly hematopoietic and partly fatty marrow surrounded by

solid bone matrix. The solid organic substrate of bone com-

prises type-I collagen (~50%) solidified by mineral calcium

hydroxyapatite crystals (~35%) with the remaining volume

(~15%) comprising bone water.6 The mineral hydroxyapatite
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crystals add extra rigidity to the collagen fibers.8 Bone is a

unique connective tissue, as its physiologically-mineralized

matrix undergoes persistent remodeling and regeneration.9

Each of the bone tissue components, despite their difference

in composition, structure, and function, contributes to the

overall bone function.

Structurally, bone tissue consists of trabecular or cancel-

lous bone filled with bone marrow, and cortical or compact

bone. Bone marrow is a reservoir of bone and stem cells, and

the blood vessels within the marrow play an integral role in

blood circulation of the bone. Damage to the bone marrow

hinders the functions of bone and periosteum.10 Cortical

bone is the main constituent of long bones in the extremities,

with ~90% bone and 10% pore spaces. Larger pore spaces are

mainly related to Haversian canals in the center of the osteon,

with smaller pores belonging to the lacuna-canalicular pores

containing osteocytes. The cortical bone organization renders

resistance to bending, torsional, and shear forces. Trabecular

bone is predominantly present at the ends of long bones

around joints and within the axial skeleton with a 3D net-

work of plates and struts immersed in bone marrow and

encased with a relatively thin layer of compact bone.3 The

microarchitecture of trabecular bone delivers tissue resistance

against the applied loading forces and contributes to bone

strength independently of bone mass.11

With aging and osteoporosis, bone loss is accompanied

with deterioration of microarchitecture of the trabecular bone

network, where along with thinning of the rods and plates

the topology also changes, with significant conversion of

plates to rods, resulting in detachment of trabeculae (Fig. 1).

Cortical bone becomes thinner and the porosity increases.

Both processes lead to loss of bone strength.

The matrix of bone is constantly being turned over.

Osteoclast cells resorb the bone and osteoblast cells form new

bone.12 Three main mechanisms contribute to pathophysiol-

ogy of healthy aging and osteoporosis: 1) during healthy

aging, the number and function of osteoblasts reduce signifi-

cantly, leading to decreased bone formation; 2) with age, and

particularly in early postmenopausal women, osteoclastic bone

resorption is accelerated; and 3) bone marrow fat content

increases, affecting osteoblastic differentiation and function,

osteoclastic activity, and mineralization.13 These processes

result in a formation-resorption imbalance causing progressive

bone loss.12

Below, we detail these changes in bone structure and

function for the different bone components.

Bone Water Content

Bone consists of a solid mineral matrix filled with bone mar-

row where a total ~15% of volume comprises bone water.6

Bone water plays a pivotal role as a mediator for mechanical

transduction that confers viscoelasticity to bone, and for trans-

mission of nutrients and waste products.14 Two main types of

bone water can be distinguished: free and bound water. Extra-

cellular, pore, or free water occupies different porosity levels of

bone tissue, while bound water is a structural component of

FIGURE 1: The effect of aging and osteoporosis on bone loss. On the left side, the trabecular and cortical bone images of a young
adult, and on the right side, the corresponding images of an old adult are indicated. Porosity increases with advancing age and this
process is further accelerated in osteoporosis. This effect is compounded with a loss in mechanical competence. Top row: Reprinted
from "Direct three-dimensional morphometric analysis of human cancellous bone: microstructural data from spine, femur, iliac crest,
and calcaneus," Rüegsegger et al, J Bone Min Res 1999;14:1167–1174, with permission from John Wiley & Sons (License
No. 4661520359914). Bottom row: Reprinted from "Age-dependent change in the 3D structure of cortical porosity at the human
femoral midshaft," Cooper et al, Bone, 2007;40:957–965, with permission from Elsevier (License No. 4661520195281).
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the mineral phase, tightly attached to hydroxyapatite crystals,

or loosely bound to the organic phase, ie, collagen type I, non-

collagenous proteins, and other components.

Bone forms a nested pore architecture, in which the solid

and fluid structures have poroelastic interactions with each

other. Bone tissue presents three levels of porosity or pore

spaces15 (Fig. 2) that can be described as a set of nested or hier-

archical porosities resembling Russian matryoshki dolls of

decreasing sizes placed inside one another. These nested pores

are connected in a way that pore water can be interchanged

between different pore sizes.16 The macroscopic pore size corre-

sponds to the vascular porosity comprised of Haversian and

Volkmann’s canals (average diameter ~50 μm). The next poros-

ity size class belongs to the lacuna-canalicular network compris-

ing the volume around osteocytes and their cellular extensions

(average diameter ~100 nm). The final level of bone hierarchi-

cal porosity, which is considered to have a smaller contribution

to fluid flow, corresponds to the spaces within the collagen-

hydroxyapatite structure (average diameter ~5 nm).17 The

water pool within the two former bone porosity levels is referred

to as free water, and the latter is the bound water pool.18

Fluid flow between vascular and the lacuna-canalicular

pores accomplishes three critical tasks: 1) it transports nutri-

ents and oxygen to the cells; 2) it removes the waste products

of the cells; and 3) it exerts a force (mechano-transduction

role) on the mechano-sensory osteocyte cells so they adapt

the bone mass and structure to the mechanical demands

(mechano-adaptation role).

Bone water flow contributes to transmitting the rem-

odeling signals to bone cells, permitting responses to the

applied mechanical loads. Bone strains generate interstitial

fluid flow through the lacuna-canalicular system producing

streaming potentials and shear stress. Osteocytes located

inside the lacunae (pores) of the lacunar-canalicular poros-

ity sense the mechanical loading and are activated by the

drag induced by the fluid flow.19 Abnormally high fluid

flow informs the osteocytes to signal osteoblasts for bone

formation, while abnormally low flow recruits the osteo-

clasts to absorb the existing bone.20 This bone remodeling

is beyond density adjustment, determining also the orien-

tation of trabeculae and osteons along the loading direc-

tion based on the strain gradients.21

Mechano-transduction is a fundamental concept

underlying the pathophysiological processes involved in

bone loss due to lack of mobility or long-term weightless-

ness (eg, space flights).22 With aging, the imbalance in bone

turnover results in decreased bone strength and increased

risk of fractures. Furthermore, it has recently been

suggested that, with aging, the shape of osteocytes and their

lacunae notably alters, leading to changes in the osteocytes

mechano-sensitivity, altering their adaptation to the local

mechanical loading.23

Segregation of free and bound water is important, as

there exists age-related decrease in bound water24 and

age-related increase in porosity (free water).25 Studies have

demonstrated that bound and free water are more corre-

lated with the ability to withstand fracture than age; bound

water contributes to the ability of collagen to tolerate ten-

sile stress, and free water in the pores renders elastic

stiffness.26

FIGURE 2: This figure illustrates the porous structure of bone at multiple length scales (from macro to nanoscale). If we magnify a
section of cortical bone we see that it consists of osteons which, in turn, are made of lamella with osteocytes interspersed. Each
lamella consists of collagen fibers which in turn are made up of fibrils. These are composed of an assembly of collagen molecules
with calcium apatite-like inorganic crystals interspersed as shown here and the basic building block is the collagen triple helix.
Reprinted from "Synthesis methods for nanosized hydroxyapatite with diverse structures," Sadat-Shojai et al, Acta Biomater
2013;9:7591–6721 with permission from Elsevier (License No. 4661520035459).
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Bone Blood Flow and Perfusion

Principal arteries penetrating the cortex and perfusing the

medullary sinusoids are responsible for supplying bone with

nutrients; blood leaves the tissue through small veins. Normal

bone demands a considerable blood flow (5.5–11% of the

cardiac output) to supply the bone and endothelial cells and

bone marrow with oxygen and nutrients and excrete carbon

dioxide and other waste products.27 The rich blood supply of

bone allows rapid growth, constant remodeling, and respon-

siveness to the applied mechanical loadings, as well as meta-

bolic responses, eg, calcium or acid–base balance.27 In the

skeletal system, osteogenesis and angiogenesis are closely

coupled, so it signals the chondrocytes and other bone cells

through vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) to regu-

late the formation of vasculature and blood perfusion and has

an influential role in the generation of new bone.28

Exercise and increased local mechanical strain on bone

is associated with bone blood circulation alterations,29 while

bone loss due to disuse or immobility is associated with

decreased bone blood circulation.27 Dynamic mechanical

loading of the poroelastic bone matrix intensifies the intra-

medullary pressure, driving interstitial fluid flow within the

lacuna-canalicular porosity and the osteocytic adaptation

response is activated.27 Conversely, angiogenic factors pro-

duced by bone cells cause directional angiogenesis to maintain

blood perfusion within the requisite level during the whole

remodeling process.30 Vascular pressure may not directly ele-

vate transport within lacuno-canalicular porosity. However,

bone blood flow changes could influence this process either

through alteration of bone interstitial fluid to stimulate the

osteocytes or by changing the milieu of the bone marrow.

The latter stimulates bone-lining cells near the marrow with-

out activating the osteocytes. Both effects induce bone

remodeling.27

Relationships between aging/osteoporosis and variations

of blood flow and perfusion in bone have been stated in sev-

eral studies. Several risk factors associated with osteoporosis,

such as diabetes, postmenopausal status, hypertension, cardio-

vascular pathologies, and lack of physical activity are also risk

factors for vascular diseases.22 In postmenopausal women,

with deficiency of estrogen, the risk of osteoporosis is ele-

vated, possibly because estrogen directly modulates angiogen-

esis through endothelial cells31 and estrogen reduction

increases osteoclastic resorption and reduces bone mineral

density32 and vertebral blood flow.33 Reduction of blood flow

during aging is another contributing factor for osteoporosis in

postmenopausal women.34 This reduction may be attributed

to a progressive decline of oxygen consumption and vascular

conductance and an increase of vascular resistance during

aging.35 Increased resistance of blood vessels and decreased

bone mineral density during aging and osteoporosis have

reciprocal cause and effect: reduced bone perfusion causes

decreased intramedullary pressure, which results in higher

osteoclastic resorption and lower osteoblastic bone formation.

This effect produces an outflow of calcium from the bone

into the blood vessels, resulting in mineralization of vessel

walls, which further elevates the resistance of capillary walls

and reduces perfusion.27

Besides changes in blood flow, vessel wall characteristics

such as interstitial space and capillary density notably decrease

in patients with lower BMD, which may be determinant fac-

tors for degraded perfusion function in osteoporotic

patients.36 Gender-related variations in perfusion have been

reported, suggesting significantly higher marrow perfusion in

female subjects than males younger than 50 years, while per-

fusion significantly decreases in females vs. male subjects

older than 50 years.37 The amount of perfusion reduction in

association with BMD may differ for each anatomical

region.38

Bone Marrow Fat Content

Bone marrow accounts for ~4–5% of the human total body

weight and around 75% of the trabecular or cancellous bone

tissue. According to cellular composition and vascularization,

two distinct types of bone marrow exist: red marrow, mostly

composed of hematopoietic cells, and yellow marrow, mainly

containing adipocytes. Osteoblasts and adipocytes are derived

from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), while osteoclasts are

produced from hematopoietic precursors.13 Both hematopoi-

etic and mesenchymal cells coexist from embryonic stages

throughout adulthood, but the number and function of these

cells, including osteoblasts, decline after the second decade of

life, while the number and volume of adipocytes increase.

Losing estrogen in postmenopausal women also promotes a

switch in differentiation of MSCs into adipogenic instead of

an osteogenic lineage.13 Adipocytes are potentially self-pro-

moting, initiating differentiation of more adipocyte cells, and

are metabolically active, suppressing osteogenesis. Bone mar-

row fat (BMF) may be partly responsible for bone loss and

osteoporosis.5

The proportion of fat and nonfat cells in the marrow

depends on gender, age, and anatomical location. Higher

BMF is expected in females than males, with a sharp increase

of BMF in females over an age range of 55–65, in contrast to

a steady gradual increase over the lifetime in males.39 At

birth, bone is predominantly filled by red bone marrow (with

nearly no marrow fat), while it becomes progressively

substituted by fatty yellow marrow and a balance between red

and yellow marrow is reached by the age of 25. Nonetheless,

yellow marrow reconversion to red marrow can occur as a

result of increased demand for hematopoietic cells.40 Red

marrow has rich vasculature and plays a key role in producing

mature blood cells. In adults, red marrow is mainly confined

to the axial skeleton, ribs, and breastbone. In long bones, yel-

low marrow can be found in the diaphysis and epiphyses,

while red marrow is in the metaphysis.41 Still, differences in
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perfusion parameters of red marrow compared to yellow bone

marrow can be observed in the femoral head and neck that

contain lower amounts of microvasculature.42 Therefore,

characterizing BMF and perfusion may provide helpful infor-

mation about bone remodeling disorders.

A close association exists between an increase in BMF

and decreased BMD.43 In aging and systemic diseases like

osteoporosis, BMF is elevated.44 A potential dynamic rela-

tionship between fatty acids and metabolic demands of the

cells has been shown,45 implying an association between bone

marrow adiposity and metabolism.

Diffusion MRI in the Study of Bone Aging and
Osteoporosis

MRI has several appealing features for measurement of

bone quality: it is nonionizing, provides the possibility of

direct acquisition of images at arbitrary orientation, and

several physiological aspects of bone, such as fat and water

content, diffusion, and perfusion of bone marrow can be

captured.5 This has led to its utilization in characterization

of bone marrow in osteoporosis and age-related bone

loss5 (Fig. 4).

Conventional and Dixon MRI methods are ideal for

measurement of BMF and discrimination of fat from hemato-

poietic marrow, as these two components appear with differ-

ent signal intensities on MR images.46 Furthermore, proton

magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) and chemical

shift encoding-based water-fat imaging allow for quantitative

measurement of fat fraction in the bone marrow. MRS stud-

ies of vertebral marrow fat suggest an increase in BMF with

aging47 and osteoporosis.48

Association of perfusion and blood flow changes with

aging and osteoporosis has been documented using dynamic

contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI studies, showing significant

correlation between reduced vertebral bone marrow perfusion

indices and BMD.49

Measurement of bone water content can be performed

by utilizing specifically-designed MRI methods. The solid

phase of the bone has very short relaxation times (T2 < 1

msec), so its rapidly decaying nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) signals are not detectable by conventional MRI

methods. Changes to the microstructure of trabecular bone in

osteoporosis can be detected indirectly by visualizing signal

voids within the hyperintense signal of the bone marrow.

With development of new acquisition methods, motion com-

pensation, and postprocessing techniques in MRI, analysis of

the 3D meshwork of the trabecular bone in resolutions of

100–200 μm has become possible.11

In cortical bone imaging, MRI signal completely decays

before activation of the receive mode in conventional clinical

MRI scanners. This issue leaves no chance of measuring T1,

T2 (T2*), or proton density parameters, leading to signal void

in the bone region on conventional MR images. Solid-state

MRI methods based on ultrashort echo time (UTE) or zero

echo time (ZTE) imaging with very short TEs50,51 have made

it possible to recover the very short T2* or T1 of the bone

water and acquire signal directly from the cortical bone.

In bone tissue, dMRI has been used to quantitatively

assess pathophysiological changes of bone marrow beyond tis-

sue relaxation parameters and fat content.52 dMRI is sensitive

to random movement of water molecules within a space

resulting from collision of molecules against each other,

referred to as self-diffusion, and characterized by a diffusion

coefficient Dself. In biological tissues, self-diffusion is restricted

by cellular microstructure and, therefore, the measured diffu-

sion coefficient within the tissue is smaller than the diffusion

coefficient of free water molecules, and is usually direction-

dependent (anisotropic). The diffusion process is an indis-

pensable physical phenomenon essential for functioning of

living tissues.53 Therefore, any changes in normal functional

properties of the tissues resulting from pathology could be

detected early due to alterations in the diffusion process.

dMRI acquired in vivo provides information about size, ori-

entation, and shape of tissue microstructure and is sensitive

to the pathological processes associated with changes in cellu-

lar density and orientation, microvasculature, and permeabil-

ity of cellular membrane.54

Bone undergoes structural and physiological alterations

during aging and osteoporosis, weakening bone quality, so

BMF content increases, marrow perfusion decreases, bone mar-

row cellular density decreases, the microarchitecture of trabecu-

lar bone deteriorates, affecting its thickness, quantity, and

directional properties, and cortical bone water content (diffu-

sive transport of fluid flow) changes. As these alterations influ-

ence the diffusion process in the bone tissue, dMRI is a potent

tool to characterize bone quality in aging and osteoporosis.

dMRI, if properly designed and quantified, has the potential to

serve as a tool for providing prospects about directionality of

bone microarchitecture and bone marrow cell density.53 Unlike

qualitative conventional and Dixon MRI, dMRI proffers quan-

titative metrics; compared to MRS, it has better spatial resolu-

tion and, therefore, higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a

rapid acquisition; as opposed to DCE-MRI, it does not require

injection of contrast agent for creating a contrast for detecting

the physiological changes within the tissue. dMRI could poten-

tially provide a direct and functional metric of displacement of

water molecules through diffusive transport of cortical bone

fluid flow, in contrast to UTE-MRI with indirect measurement

of bone water content. Finally, through acquisition of diffusion

in internal magnetic field gradients, structural visualization of

trabecular bone microarchitecture is attainable.

The roles of various MRI methods for characterization

of cortical and trabecular bone, and bone marrow, have been

described in several review articles (quantitative MRI(/S) of

bone marrow49,52,55; cortical and/or trabecular bone
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imaging).3,6,11,26,56 Table 1 provides various characteristics of

bone during aging and osteoporosis that can be identified by

different MRI methods. However, due to insufficient atten-

tion to the potential of dMRI for assessment of bone quality

in the literature, we will dedicate our focus on this technique.

A summary of the bone compartments measurable by dMRI

is illustrated in Fig. 3.

(Isotropic) Diffusion-Weighted Imaging (DWI)

DWI serves as a tool to characterize the distribution of dis-

placements of the water molecules diffusing (with diffusion

coefficient of D) in an environment with certain diffusivity

properties (viscosity, barriers, etc.) and over a particular obser-

vation duration (Δ). In biological tissues, the presence of hin-

drances, such as membranes and macromolecules, obstruct

the free random walk of the water molecules. DWI in a given

measurement duration detects the apparent diffusion coeffi-

cient (ADC or Dapp) of the tissue, which is less than Dself.

The simplest form of DWI is measurement of ADC in

a given gradient direction, assuming the diffusion occurs with

no preferential direction, ie, to be isotropic. However, since

ADC depends generally on the direction of diffusion

encoding, in clinical applications DWI is acquired in three

orthogonal measurements and averaged to obtain a better esti-

mation of ADC.

dMRI has found broad interest in the investigation of

bone marrow. Isotropic DWI has been tested for its capability

in revealing the changes of trabecular bone and bone marrow

during aging and osteoporosis. Due to thinning of the trabec-

ular bone matrix, the pores become wider and more con-

nected; fat content within the bone marrow increases and

blood perfusion decreases. Through aging and osteoporosis,

the proportion of water to fat content in bone marrow

changes and these alterations are location-dependent, eg, the

water/fat ratio in osteoporotic bone marrow of vertebra differs

from femoral neck or calcaneus. The diffusion coefficient of

fat (the main constituent of yellow marrow) is 2–3 orders of

magnitude lower than water (the main constituent of red

marrow) and, accordingly, the diffusion signal is reduced by

the presence of fat.

TABLE 1. Changes of Bone Properties During Aging and Osteoporosis Based on Imaging Studies

Parameters
Changes due to aging
and osteoporosis Studies

Cortical bone water measured by solid state MRI

Cortical bone water: free " Review papers 11,26

Cortical bone water: bound #

Cortical bone blood circulation

Blood flow # Review papers 107,108

Bone Marrow Microvascular Perfusion Measured by DCE-MRI or DCE-CT

Blood flow, blood volume,
permeability

# Ou-Yang et al 109,110; Ma et al 36,111,112; Dyke et al
37

Maximum enhancement,
enhancement slope

# Griffith et al 33,34,64,113–115; Chen et al 116,117; Biffar
et al 55,118; Wang et al 38,119;

Time to peak, mean transit
time

"

Bone marrow fat content measured by 1H-MRS

Fat Fraction " Review papers 46,49

Bone marrow properties (cellularity, anisotropy, microvascular perfusion) measured by dMRI methods

ADC (DWI) # Review papers 49,52

MD (DTI) # Manenti et al 72,73

FA (DTI) # Manenti et al 72,73

D (IVIM) # Ohno et al 101

D* (IVIM) N/A —

f (IVIM) # Ohno et al 101
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Site-, gender-, and age-related variations in diffusion

coefficients have been identified in consistency with depen-

dence of BMF accumulation to the same factors. Different

ADC values have been reported in different anatomical sites,

including bone marrow,57 iliac marrow,58 femoral neck,59

skull,60 and calcaneus,61 with decreasing values from vertebral

FIGURE 3: A summary of bone components that undergo variations during aging and osteoporosis and their diffusion properties.

FIGURE 4: The role of MRI methods in assessment of bone quality in osteoporosis Left: Top row: Reprinted from "Structural and
functional assessment of trabecular and cortical bone by micro magnetic resonance imaging," Wehrli et al, J Magn Reson Imaging
2007;25:390–409, with permission from John Wiley & Sons (License No. 4675950978985). Left: Middle row: Reprinted from
"Quantifying cortical bone water in vivo by three-dimensional ultrashort echo-time MRI," Saligheh Rad et al, NMR Biomed
2011;24:855–864, with permission from John Wiley & Sons (License No. 4675960037019). Left: Bottom row: Reprinted from
"Diffusion and perfusion imaging of bone marrow," Biffar et al, Eur J Radiol 2010;76:323–328, with permission from Elsevier (License
No. 4675961047317). Right: Top row: Reprinted from "Quantitative MRI for the assessment of bone structure and function," Wehrli
et al, NMR Biomed 2006;19:731–764, with permission from John Wiley & Sons (License No. 4675970418715). Right: Middle row:
Reprinted from "Quantification of vertebral bone marrow fat content using 3 Tesla MR spectroscopy: Reproducibility, vertebral
variation, and applications in osteoporosis," Li X et al, J Magn Reson Imaging 2011;33:855–864, with permission from John Wiley &
Sons (License No. 4675990169235). Right: Bottom row: Reprinted from "Diffusion imaging of the vertebral bone marrow," Dietrich
et al, NMR Biomed 2015;30:e3333, with permission from John Wiley & Sons (License No. 4661511301476).
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bodies throughout the upper to bottom spine towards femur

and calcaneus. Negative correlation has been observed

between ADC values and incrementing age and fat fraction

in yellow bone marrow,57 and positive correlation between

ADC and red bone marrow (with higher cellularity and less

fat than yellow marrow).62 Furthermore, significantly higher

ADC values have been reported in female healthy subjects in

comparison with healthy male subjects.63

During osteoporosis, two counteracting phenomena

take place: marrow fat content increases, resulting in reduced

ADC, while deterioration of the solid matrix of trabecular

bone causes pore enlargement and connection of the neigh-

boring pores, which results in increased ADC. As calcaneus is

predominantly occupied by marrow fat (>90%), the latter

effect of pore enlargement and increased ADC is dominant.7

Decreased ADC values have been documented in subjects

with reduced BMD, attributed to accumulation of fat in bone

marrow.63 Despite a significant increase in the marrow fat

content as a function of decreasing BMD, the ADC parame-

ter has not shown statistically significant differences among

the osteoporotic, osteopenic, and healthy subject groups.64

For a more detailed description of the available studies inves-

tigating ADC values within bone marrow in aging and osteoporo-

sis, we refer interested readers to the excellent review articles.49,52

Due to inherent limitations existing in the MRI process,

such as the achievable spatial resolution, susceptibility differ-

ence between cortical bone matrix and soft tissue, and slow dif-

fusivity of water, dMRI in cortical bone has not yet been of

research interest and dMRI in bone has been concentrated

around investigating the properties of trabecular bone filled

with bone marrow. The only study interrogating diffusive

transport mechanisms of bone water within cortical pores

was carried out by Fernandez-Seara et al in 200265 on corti-

cal bone specimens from the midshaft of rabbit tibiae

immersed in deuterium oxide. In that study, it was demon-

strated that the diffusion coefficient of bound water is two

orders of magnitude slower than that of the free water pool

(Da ≈ 7.8 × 10-5 in bone vs. Da ≈ 3 × 10-3 mm2/s for free

diffusion), so a water molecule within the cortical bone

matrix takes 1.24 minutes to travel 100 μm. Some have

suggested that the diffusive water transport should be faster

in vivo than ex vivo, as the bone water content is higher.

However, the aim of this study was not to provide guide-

lines for dMRI studies, and the results were only pursued

for distinction of water pools within the cortical bone for

solid-state MRI studies.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

In anisotropic tissues like bone, where the displacement of

water molecules is directional, the scalar ADC cannot

completely and accurately describe diffusion.66 The expected

anisotropic diffusion can be better represented by the diffu-

sion tensor, �D. This tensor can be calculated using DTI,

which requires measurements over at least six different direc-

tions.67 DTI is a versatile tool for measurement of magnitude

and direction of proton diffusion in anisotropic and heteroge-

neous systems. Bone alters its mass and structure in response

to physiological demands and the applied mechanical loads

resulting in oriented trabeculae and osteons within a hetero-

geneous and porous bone system. In particular, trabecular

bone can be regarded as a porous medium composed of inter-

connected cavities interspersed with liquid bone marrow,68

which exhibits directional anisotropy of the architecture.

The principal diffusivities (eigenvalues) of the diffusion

tensor correspond to the diffusion along the principal direc-

tions (eigenvectors) parallel and perpendicular to the tissue

fibers, the tensor trace provides the mean diffusivity (MD),

and the variance of the three eigenvalues about their mean

defines the fractional anisotropy (FA).69,70

Based on preliminary ex vivo studies,71 it was suggested

that DTI-derived parameters, MD and FA, have potential in

specifying the porous architecture of trabecular bone micro-

structure in such a way that highly isotropic diffusion (low

FA) could be observed in fat, whereas spongy bone regions

showed increased variability in size and orientation of trabec-

ular bone.68 However, it was observed that by increasing the

diffusion time, the contrast of MD and FA between isotropic

and anisotropic tissue components decreased, which was

attributed to the presence of internal gradients induced by

magnetic susceptibility contrast between fat and trabecular

bone.68

In clinical investigations, DTI has been carried out

using a spin-echo segmented echo planar imaging (EPI) tech-

nique along with fat-suppression to reduce the confounding

impact of fat on measurements of MD. Satisfactory reproduc-

ibility and statistically significant differences have been found

for both MD and FA values for discrimination of osteopo-

rotic and osteopenic from healthy subjects. Both MD and FA

have shown significant correlation with fat fraction (FF), cal-

culated using MRS. The combination of MD/FF and FA/FF

parameters derived from DTI and MRS was shown to be a

potential biomarker for the diagnosis of osteoporosis.72,73

Exploitation of fat-suppressed DTI combined with 1H-MRS

techniques suggests that through appropriate modeling of the

trabecular bone compartments, including coexisting fat, tra-

becular bone, and bone marrow in DTI, acquisition of MRS

could be avoided.

Decay of Diffusion in Internal Fields (DDIF)

Cancellous or trabecular bone can be considered a porous sys-

tem, composed of a solid matrix with holes and cavities,

which are filled by bone marrow as a soft tissue. In such a

porous network, fat is concentrated in the center of each pore

and water along with nonfat components of bone marrow

being predominantly present in the boundaries.7 Bone min-

erals (calcium and phosphorus) have higher atomic number
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and density than those of bone marrow; therefore, the solid

phase of the trabecular bone that is interspersed with bone

marrow is diamagnetic. Due to a large susceptibility mis-

match between the two compartments of trabecular bone, ie,

solid trabeculae and liquid bone marrow, when placed in a

static magnetic field, internal magnetic field gradients

(IMFG) are induced in the interface between these two com-

partments. IMFG induced in the 3D network of trabecular

bone was shown to generate a distribution dependent on the

orientation of the static magnetic field with respect to the

structure, which is indicative of the trabecular bone network

anisotropy and heterogeneity.56,74 Based on this concept,

IMFG measurements have been used in vivo to provide infor-

mation about the architecture of rods and plates within the

complex meshwork of trabecular bone.75–78

However, the notion of a static dephasing regime does

not hold in the bone–bone marrow boundary. Rather, in

local magnetic field gradients, diffusion of water protons

occurs between the peripheral protons of the bone marrow in

each pore and their confining walls, which results in rapid

loss of coherence. In other words, protons sense numerous

local gradients when diffusing near the interface between tra-

beculae and marrow. This phenomenon amounts to a diffu-

sion decay of internal fields (DDIF) and, if not accounted

for, can produce undesired artifacts. However, it can also be

exploited as a measurement method for probing heteroge-

neous materials. Mainly applied to rocks,79,80 this was later

extended to trabecular bone.81,82 The basic idea is to use the

susceptibility-induced gradients to encode diffusion weighting

of the spins near the surface of trabecular bone, especially tra-

becular surfaces oriented perpendicular to the applied field.82

Initial attempts in optimizing DDIF for trabecular bone

imaging were performed ex vivo after eliminating bone mar-

row from the specimens.81,82 The challenge in translating the

technique to in vivo experiments lies in the diffusion proper-

ties of the compartments of bone marrow. As underscored

before, the proportion of red to yellow marrow components

depends on the anatomical site and age of the individuals

under study. As attenuation of diffusion signal in fat is higher

than water, yellow marrow may not be very sensitive to inter-

nal gradients.56 Monte-Carlo simulations of DDIF and

in vivo experiments on healthy volunteers indicated that with

increasing marrow fat, DDIF decay time reduces and, therefore,

it was suggested that incorporation of marrow fat percentage

with DDIF quantification could allow for the diagnosis of osteo-

porosis.83 Nonetheless, recent clinical experiments are suggestive

of the feasibility of DDIF measurements even in locations with

a predominantly fatty component of the marrow.84,85

Recently, based on the idea of susceptibility-induced

magnetic field gradients, a new gradient-based spin-echo

sequence, which exploits diffusion tensor to discern morpho-

logical orientations in the nm–mm range, has been devised

and tested on a phantom.86 This study motivates future

endeavors in extending susceptibility tensor imaging method

to highly oriented structures such as trabecular bone.

Intravoxel Incoherent Motion (IVIM) Imaging

Diffusion and perfusion have different biophysical defini-

tions, with different origins and spatiotemporal behavior.

Nonetheless, blood water molecules in the arbitrary struc-

ture of the capillary network follow a complex motion,

which mimics a random walk similar to a diffusion

effect.87

IVIM is a diffusion MRI method accounting for the

impact of both diffusion and perfusion components on

diffusion signal88; the latter usually referred to as pseudo-

diffusion.67,89,90 IVIM is a term referring to the microscopic

translational movements of water diffusion and blood micro-

circulation in the capillary bed in each image voxel.90 The

idea of IVIM was proposed by Le Bihan89 as a method for

segregation of incoherent and random motion of tissue pro-

tons from that of blood protons (with assumption of negligi-

ble exchange between blood and tissue), using a

biexponential signal decay equation91:

S=S0 = fe
−bD* + 1 + fð Þe −bD

with f as the perfusion fraction, D* as the pseudodiffusion

coefficient, D as the water diffusion coefficient within the tis-

sue. Reliable estimation of IVIM parameters is dependent on

acquisition of DWI in multiple b-values. In small b-values,

both diffusion and blood flow have confounding effects on

ADC measurements (ADC ~ D + f/b), while in higher b-

values approximately over 250 s/mm2, ADC is affected

almost entirely by diffusion (ADC ~ D).91 The

pseudodiffusion coefficient (D*) is sufficiently close to D to

be captured by MRI in a single acquisition, but significantly

different (~10 times faster) to allow convenient separation of

both effects by multiple b-value DWI.

Mechano-transduction and adaptation mechanisms in

bone, induced by a diffusion transport mechanism, occur

because of the coupled function of bone blood flow and

bone/bone marrow water. Thus, both components are impor-

tant to explore this mechanism.

Multi-b-value imaging has been applied in several stud-

ies on bone marrow MRI, mainly with the aim of exploring

the optimum b-value for achieving the highest SNR in the

bone marrow compartment.64,68,71 Nonetheless, there have

been a few attempts in implementing IVIM imaging for mea-

suring perfusion and diffusion in bone and, specifically, in

the context of osteoporosis.52 Only a few studies have

explored IVIM in bone marrow pathologies,92–101 among

which only two studies have investigated the relationship

between BMD and IVIM-derived parameters.93,101 These

studies suggest that with increasing BMD, perfusion-related
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TABLE 2. IVIM MRI Studies in Bone Marrow: Normal or Pathological Cases

FF ADC† D f D*

(%) (×10-3 mm2/s) (×10-3 mm2/s) (%) (×10-3 mm2/s)

Study Sequence Study population
(Mean � STD) (Mean � STD) (Mean � STD) (Mean � STD) (Mean � STD)

1 Yeung et al,
2004 93

FSa SEb

EPIc
Osteoporosis (postmenopausal female) N/Ad 0.43 � 0.09 0.42 � 0.12 N/A N/A

Normal controls (premenopausal
female)

N/A 0.49 � 0.07 0.50 � 0.09 N/A N/A

2 Biffar et al,
2011 102

ssFP e Normal-appearing vertebral bone
marrow in patients with osteoporotic
lesions

52 � 13 f N/A 0.58 � 0.14 N/A N/A

3 Marchand
et al, 2014
94

FS EPI Healthy premenopausal female N/A N/A 0.60 � 0.09 14 � 6 28 � 9

4 Ohno et al,
2015 101

SE
ssEPIg

Healthy male and female subjects ~ 60h ~ 0.3 i ~ 0.25 ~ 10 ~ 5

5 Bourillon
et al, 2015
95

SE ssEPI Multiple myeloma N/A 0.62 � 0.17 0.52 � 0.18 9.42 � 3.96 25.79 � 19.31

6 Baik et al,
2017 96

SE ssEPI Focal marrow abnormalities
1 Benign

N/A 0.44 0.41 9.5 0.24

2 Malignant N/A 0.95 0.87 11.2 0.26

7 Dieckmeyer
et al, 2017
103

FS SE
ssEPI

Healthy male and female subjects 33 � 12 f 0.30 � 0.07 0.41 � 0.09 N/A N/A

8 Lee et al,
2017 97

FS
SENSE

Pelvic bone marrow in patients with
cervical cancer

N/A 0.31 � 0.08 0.29 � 0.05 44 � 4 N/A

9 Niu et al,
2017 98

FS SE
ssEPI

Acute myeloid leukemia
1 complete remission

N/A 0.49 � 0.17 0.24 � 0.04 22.38 � 5.19 67.22 � 7.07

2 Nonremission N/A 0.48 � 0.09 0.20 � 0.03 27.89 � 8.25 66.80 � 6.76

10 Park et al,
2017 99

FS ssEPI Focal vertebral bone marrow lesions N/A 0.69 0.3 12.5 11.0
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(fast) diffusion coefficient, D*, increases and true (slow) diffu-

sion coefficient, D, decreases.93,101

Biexponential modeling can also account for the separa-

tion of other effects. For instance, it has been applied in a

few studies to separate the diffusion within fat and water mar-

row components.102,103

A summary of findings and methods employed for

IVIM imaging in bone marrow (in all currently available

applications) is presented in Table 2 to help the readers in

understanding the available techniques and potential of

IVIM-MRI in bone marrow. The reported parameters in

these studies are mainly D, D*, and f, but those reporting FF

are also mentioned. Where available, the ADC value (com-

puted based on monoexponential fitting) and FF measured

using MRS is reported. As only a limited number of studies

have investigated multi-b-value dMRI in bone marrow, to get

an idea of the range of values for parameters within bone

marrow, studies of bone lesions other than osteoporosis are

included in this table.

Technical Considerations of Diffusion MRI in Bone
Imaging

Although dMRI has become an indispensable imaging tech-

nique in clinical diagnosis of a variety of pathologies, in bone

imaging it is accompanied with technical complications that

need to be considered when designing a proper bone study

using dMRI. The technical considerations for optimizing

dMRI in bone/bone marrow imaging encompass both aspects

of pulse sequences and signal modeling. These two factors are

dependent, as signal modeling relies on the choice of pulse

sequence and parameter adjustments.

Numerous studies have reported the ADC values of

normal (appearing) vertebral bone marrow to fall within the

range of 0.2–0.6 (×10-3 mm2/s),52 which is relatively lower

than other body tissues. The wide variability in the reported

ADC values in different studies is related to failing to con-

sider different compartments of bone marrow that simulta-

neously contribute to diffusion signal, and differences in the

choice of protocols, including pulse sequences with or with-

out fat-suppression and b-values.

dMRI can be carried out by applying diffusion gradients

to numerous pulse sequences, the details of which have been

addressed elsewhere.52 The application of each pulse sequence

in studying bone could be restricted by different artifacts,

including involuntary motion, eddy currents, and internal

magnetic field gradients.7

For assessment of diffusion in bone, initially, spin-echo

or stimulated-echo pulse sequences were upgraded through

applying pulse gradients to form pulse gradient spin-echo

(PGSE) or stimulated-echo (PGSTE) sequences. These

sequences provide high SNR and show robustness to inhomo-

geneity of the magnetic field. However, their acquisition is

lengthy and sensitive to motion artifact, which makes them
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unfeasible for implementation in clinical settings.7,52 These

sequences were modified by applying line scan diffusion

imaging (LSDI) to scan lines as a substitute for the 2D plane,

which is less prone to motion and susceptibility artifacts.52

Nowadays, motion artifacts in diffusion imaging of

bone have been widely avoided by the single-shot echo-planar

imaging (ssEPI) method, as it provides faster scan time. Yet

this method suffers from limited spatial resolution (usually

with a matrix size of 128 × 128 pixels52) due to fast decay of

the T2* signal, and sensitivity to inhomogeneity and eddy

currents, especially susceptibility artifact induced in the inter-

face of bone and bone marrow.7,52 The off-resonance effect

caused by differences in magnetic susceptibility of bone and

bone marrow results in geometric distortions, which is a con-

tributing factor for limited spatial resolution in ssEPI.49 Dur-

ing recent years, with the advent of advanced gradient

hardware, parallel imaging, dynamic shimming, and reduced

field of view (rFOV) imaging through using outer volume

suppression pulses, better image quality for diffusion-

weighted ssEPI acquisition has been achieved.49,52 Multishot

or segmented EPI has been implemented as a substitute for

ssEPI to overcome reduced image quality caused by suscepti-

bility artifacts, which allows for improved spatial resolution.

However, this technique elongates the acquisition time,

which increases the risk of motion artifacts.

Fast spin-echo (FSE) or turbo spin-echo (TSE)

sequences use spin-echoes instead of gradient-echoes, which

renders them desirable against susceptibility variations and

geometric distortions (Fig. 5). However, the maximum spatial

resolution allowed by these sequences cannot surpass that of

the ssEPI method, due to fast decay of T2 signal. The steady-

state free-precession (SSFP) technique extended by diffusion

gradient pulse has successfully been applied for imaging of

bone marrow, although it is difficult to relate the measured

signal to the diffusion coefficient.49,52

In terms of signal modeling, the proportion of fat and

water components within the bone marrow, as well as the

abundance of perfusion provided for the tissue, is different in

various anatomical regions. Diffusion measurements in bone

depend on the imaging site, which causes implications for the

choice of sequence parameters, including fat-suppression and

b-values, and consequently affects the accuracy of estimations

of diffusion parameters. The choice of b-values for different

bone sites can affect ADC measures, as restriction of water

diffusion varies from lowest to highest in vertebrae through

the femoral neck to calcaneus, resulting in ADC values rang-

ing from lowest to highest in these locations. For example, fat

comprises 50–70% of the vertebral bone marrow, while it

forms 60–80% of femoral neck and 78–98% of the calcaneus

of healthy postmenopausal women.7 Hence, the amount of

interstitial space between bone and marrow fat, where diffu-

sion of water occurs, varies depending on the anatomical loca-

tion. Furthermore, the pore size also varies between these

regions. At different locations of lumbar spine104,105 and dif-

ferent ages of subjects,57,93 diverse diffusion coefficients of

normal vertebral bone marrow have been reported. These

issues become more severe in studying osteoporotic patients:

in these cases, competing factors of an increase in fat

FIGURE 5: Comparison of dMRI acquisition with ssFSE pulse sequence (top row) and ssEPI (bottom row) at 1.5T: A 69-year-old
female patient with osteoporotic vertebral compression fracture of T7 has been imaged. At low b-values, the fracture is
hyperintense and at high b-values it is almost isointense. Compared to the adjacent normal-appearing bone marrow, the ADC value
of the fractured vertebra is significantly higher. Using the ssEPI technique, a notable geometric distortion of the spinal canal can be
observed. Reprinted from "Diffusion imaging of the vertebral bone marrow," Dietrich et al, NMR Biomed 2015;30:e3333, with
permission from John Wiley & Sons (License No. 4661511301476).
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component and expansion of pore space occur, where the for-

mer decrements and the latter increments ADC values. Thus,

b-values should be tailored in correspondence with the

desired ADC values within the tissue (with approximately a

reverse relationship: b ≈ 1/ADC). There is a trade-off

between reaching a sufficient SNR of diffusion images and

adequate weighting of diffusion signal to recognize slow diffu-

sion of water within the bone marrow.61 With smaller b-

values (<100 mm2/s), the influence of perfusion produces

biased higher ADC values. Larger b-values (>600 mm2/s) are

desired for imaging regions with lower ADCs, like femoral

neck and calcaneus, but require longer scan times and have

lower SNR. In several studies, b-values are adjusted between

50 (to reduce perfusion effects) and 600 mm2/s for vertebral

bone marrow imaging,52 2500 mm2/s for femoral neck and

8000 mm2/s for calcaneus.61

Conventionally, chemical shift artifacts and contamina-

tion of water diffusion by fat signal are handled by applying

fat-suppression techniques, including spectral-selective or

combined spectral-selective and inversion recovery

methods.52 While these methods can suppress the main fat

peaks (positioned between 0 and 3 ppm), the peak belonging

to olefinic and glycerol fat near the water peak (4.7 ppm)

cannot be suppressed. As the diffusion coefficient of bone

marrow, water, and fat are distinctly dissimilar, this residual

fat peak can bias the measurements of bone marrow

ADC.49,103

The IMFG effect is another relevant factor for selection

of b-values for diffusion imaging, also dependent on the ana-

tomical site. The magnetic field gradient sensed by diffusing

water molecules adjacent to the interface of marrow and solid

bone becomes greater when this interface narrows, and if

located in higher magnetic fields. This is because the diffusive

motion of water in IMFGs produces nonreversible dephasing.

Therefore, if the susceptibility difference between water and

bone is not considered, the measured ADC would be differ-

ent from the actual ADC.7

Discussion

dMRI can be customized to acquire information from several

aspects of tissue properties. In particular, in bone imaging,

dMRI can potentially detect variations of bone marrow fat

content, water content within cancellous bone, perfusion,

anisotropic microarchitecture of cancellous bone, and fluid

flow within cortical bone.

In many diseases, physiological changes precede struc-

tural variations and, therefore, the potential of dMRI in

revealing perfusion and marrow fat and water contents is

encouraging for devising tools for early diagnosis. For osteo-

porosis, early detection of bone tissue variations at the

beginning or during disease progression might provide a

means for identifying causes, early treatment, and a higher

chance of maintaining the quality of life and life expectancy

of patients.

A main problem with most of bone (especially bone

marrow) diffusion studies arise from limitations in acquisition

hardware and techniques, feasibility of acquiring multiple b-

values trading off scan time and SNR, and lack of a suitable

multicomponent analysis method. For bone marrow, the

compartments comprise water, fat, and perfusion, overall for-

ming at least three coexisting components within the marrow.

According to different studies, we expect the perfusion frac-

tion (f ) and fat fraction (FF) to decrease during aging and

osteoporosis. Furthermore, they vary in association with ana-

tomical region and gender, in a way that f and FF are

expected to decrease from upper body to lower body sites,

f to be higher in females than males before 50 years of age

and decrease in females older than 50 years, and FF to be

higher in females. When these components are isolated from

the diffusion coefficient, considering the reduction of marrow

cellularity during aging and osteoporosis, D is expected to

decrease as well. Therefore, dMRI acquisition and modeling

should take these variations of age, gender, and anatomical

location of interest into account.

The majority of available dMRI research studies in bone

ignore the effect of anisotropy of trabecular bone micro-

architecture using an isotropic ADC instead. Most dMRI

studies have focused on evaluating the mean diffusivity prop-

erties of bone marrow water components, with only a few

preliminary in vivo studies quantifying FA in cancellous

bone.72,73 Only when combined with FF measured by MRS

could these works find a relationship between DTI-derived

parameters (viz. MD and FA) and BMD variations. Even

using fat-suppression during DTI acquisition, considering the

small size of the studied population, it is difficult to confirm

from these results whether the residual olefinic/glycerol fat

component played a role in producing a significant correla-

tion between MD with MRS-derived FF in healthy volun-

teers and between FA and FF in osteopenic/osteoporotic

patients. This encourages the importance of considering mul-

ticomponent quantification besides multidirectional dMRI. A

possible alternative to separately acquiring DWI and MRS,

like the aforementioned studies,72,73 could be emerging DW-

MRS techniques that integrate quantitative metrics from both

modalities.106 Nonetheless, these methods are in their infancy

stages and have not yet been tested clinically.

In terms of dMRI protocols, it is important to pay

attention to the choice of sequences, as it can introduce arti-

facts if not correctly adjusted. With modifications of EPI and

the introduction of ssEPI, segmented or reduced FOV EPI

techniques, the challenges with bone marrow imaging have

largely diminished. Numerous studies have removed the con-

founding effect of fat through applying fat-suppression tech-

niques. However, a component of fat that resides near water

peak cannot be eliminated. Furthermore, quantification of
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changes in the marrow fat component provides a helpful bio-

marker for the diagnosis of osteoporosis in terms of marrow

adiposity, implying the importance of choosing a more repre-

sentative compartmental model for quantification of several

components of marrow, instead of suppressing them. IMFG

has been considered a challenge to be avoided in most dMRI

studies. Nevertheless, through careful acquisition and quanti-

fication, it could serve as a beneficial effect that can help to

visualize the microarchitecture of trabecular bone. Finally, the

number of orientations for diffusion acquisition can be

extended to more than the default three directions, to model

the anisotropic diffusion of water. This approach is beneficial

for trabecular bone imaging and especially in osteoporosis, as

structural deformations can be detected along with physiolog-

ical changes.

With current advances and according to the literature,

optimizing pulse sequences to acquire multi-b-value and mul-

tidirectional dMRI in bone marrow imaging seems plausible

in vivo and in clinical applications. Currently, quantification

of dMRI in bone is solely based on the IVIM model. By

extending dMRI quantification to multicompartmental

models of bone, assessment of different contributing factors

to bone aging and osteoporosis becomes feasible. DDIF has

been used in a few clinical applications and, through extensive

explorations on larger datasets, can become useful in assessing

trabecular bone architecture in aging and osteoporosis. Addi-

tionally, while the diffusion process plays an important role

in mechano-transduction of bone, and bone water content

changes is a helpful biomarker for diagnosing aging and oste-

oporosis, only one ex vivo study has explored the use of

dMRI to examine cortical bone water content.65 The trans-

verse relaxation decay of cortical bone water pools is very fast,

while their diffusion coefficient is very small

(D = 0.0078 × 10-3 mm2/s)65; thus, it takes several minutes

for transportation to take place in cortical bone. Furthermore,

motion is a critical challenge in cortical bone water imaging

and especially for implementation of a diffusion pulse

sequence. Hence, with current hardware specifications, it is

impossible to acquire dMRI in cortical bone in vivo. With

the advent of new technological advances and with more

ex vivo studies, this measurement may become feasible

in vivo.

In conclusion, diffusion imaging in osteoporosis offers

promising potential but it is technically challenging, particu-

larly in establishing a compromise between imaging and

modeling demands. Nonetheless, with proper imaging and

the advent of new quantitative models, diffusion MRI offers

valuable biomarkers for detection of multiple contributing

elements to osteoporosis-related bone tissue variations.
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